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We call an integral domain D a uni¨ ersally coefficient domain if for any domain
w xR with D : R x , . . . , x then D : R. It is true that every universally coefficient1 n
domain is strongly invariant but not conversely. We show that if K is a field of
y1 w xcharacteristic zero and D s S K x, y then D is a universally coefficient domain
w x w x w xif and only if S ­ K p , where p is such that K x, y s K p, q for some
w xq g K x, y and where K is the algebraic closure of K. We then prove that any
w xlocalization of K x, y , where K is algebraically closed of characteristic zero, is a
universally coefficient domain if and only if it is strongly invariant, giving necessary
w xand sufficient conditions for localizations of K x, y to be strongly invariant. This,
w xin turn, shows that every localization of K x, y , K algebraically closed of charac-
teristic zero, is invariant and strongly invariant if it is not a polynomial ring. We
also discuss generalizations to n variables and overrings, and we give examples of
w xclasses of polynomials f such that K x , . . . , x , 1rf is a universally coefficient1 n
domain. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS
In this paper we reintroduce the concept of a uni¨ ersally coefficient
w xdomain. The term was coined by Douglas L. Costa in 5 . This concept and
the concept of Polynomial Rank, whose definition will not be needed here,
w xwere used in 5 to bring insight to the cancellation problem for rings. The
cancellation problem can be stated as follows.
The Cancellation Problem for Rings. Suppose A is a ring. What condi-
w x w xtions on A guarantee that for any ring B, A x , . . . , x ( B y , . . . , y1 n 1 n
implies A ( B?
U Most of this work has been taken from the author's May 1993 doctoral dissertation, at
The University of Virginia.
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w xThis problem has been studied extensively in 1, 3]5, 8, 9 , among
others.
All rings are assumed to be commutative with identity. If A is a ring
w xand we write A x , . . . , x without qualification it is understood that1 n
 4x , . . . , x is an algebraically independent set over A. When we say1 n
domain we are referring to a commutative ring with identity and no
w xzero-divisors other than zero. Standard definitions, may be found in 2 .
DEFINITION 1.1. A domain D is said to be a uni¨ ersally coefficient
domain if for every domain R and indeterminates x , . . . , x with D :1 n
w xR x , . . . , x then D : R.1 n
We will usually use the acronym UCD to denote ``universally coefficient
domain.'' We will also use the standard definitions for in¨ariant and
strongly in¨ariant.
DEFINITION 1.2. A ring A is said to be in¨ariant if for any ring B such
w x w xthat A x , . . . , x ( B y , . . . , y then A ( B.1 n 1 n
DEFINITION 1.3. A ring A is said to be strongly in¨ariant if for any ring
w x w x  .B and isomorphism f : A x , . . . , x ª B y , . . . , y then f A s B.1 n 1 n
It is clear that a strongly invariant ring is also invariant. It is also easy to
w xsee that a UCD is strongly invariant. By replacing A x , . . . , x with1 n
 w x. f A x , . . . , x , to show that A is invariant respectively strongly invari-1 n
. w x w xant it suffices to assume that A x , . . . , x s B y , . . . , y and prove that1 n 1 n
 . w xA ( B respectively A s B . In 1, Result 1.1 it was shown that if
w x w xA x , . . . , x s B y , . . . , y and A : B then A s B. Thus if R is a UCD1 n 1 n
w x w xand R x , . . . , x s A y , . . . , y then by definition R : A and hence1 n 1 n
R s A. Therefore, a UCD is strongly invariant.
Unfortunately, none of these implications can be reversed. It was shown
w xin 1, Corollary 3.4 that every one-dimensional affine domain over a field
is invariant. This gives us the following example.
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let K be a field, x and y indeterminates over K. Set
w x w xA s K x and B s K y . Now A is an invariant ring that is not strongly
w x w x w xinvariant since A / B and A y s K x, y s B x .
The same argument shows that a polynomial ring is never strongly
invariant. As for the other implication, here is an example of a domain
which is strongly invariant and not a UCD.
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let K be a field and let x be an indeterminate over K.
w 2 3 x w xConsider the ring K x , x . By 1, Theorem 3.3 every integral domain of
transcendence degree one over a field is invariant and is in fact strongly
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w 2 3 xinvariant if it is not a polynomial ring. Hence K x , x is strongly
w 2 3 x w x w 2 3 xinvariant. On the other hand, K x , x : K x and K x , x ­ K so
w 2 3 xK x , x is not a UCD.
Although there is not an equivalence between the concepts of univer-
sally coefficient domains and strongly invariant domains in general, the
two concepts are equivalent for a certain class of domains we will be
studying, namely, localizations of polynomial rings in two variables over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
We will start by making the definition of a universally coefficient
domain a little easier to work with. If K is a field we will denote the
algebraic closure of K by K.
w xLEMMA 1.1 6 . Let D be a domain; then the following are equi¨ alent.
1. D is a UCD.
w x2. D : R x implies D : R, for R any domain.
w x3. D : K x implies D : K, for K a field.
w x4. D : K x implies D : K, for K an algebraically closed field.
 .  .  .  .Proof. Obviously, 1 « 2 « 3 « 4 .
 .  . w x2 « 1 : Say that for any domain A, D : A x implies that D : A.
w x  w x.w xThen if D : R x , . . . , x , we have D : R x , . . . , x x , which im-1 n 1 ny1 n
w xplies, by our assumption, that D : R x , . . . , x . Continue until D : R.1 ny1
Thus D is a UCD.
 .  . w x w x3 « 2 : Let D : R x ; then D : K x , where K is the quotient
w xfield of R. Thus D : K, and so D : R x l K s R.
 .  . w x w x4 « 1 : Let K be a field such that D : K x . Then D : K x .
w xHence D : K, and so D : K x l K s K.
The above lemma gives us two easy examples of universally coefficient
domains.
w xEXAMPLE 1.3. A field is a UCD. Say F : K x for some field K. Since
the units of F must be in K and 0 g K, F : K, so F is a UCD.
EXAMPLE 1.4. Z and ZrpZ for any positive prime integer p are
universally coefficient domains, where Z denotes the integers. If D s Z or
w x w xD s ZrpZ and D : F x , then D is the prime subring of F x , hence
generated by 1, and thus in F. So D is a UCD.
There are, of course, other sufficient conditions for a domain D to be a
w xUCD. First we need some more notation and results from 1 . We denote
the ring generated by the units of D as D . We will also denote theu
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w xalgebraic closure of D in D as D . It was shown in 1, Result 1.9 that ifu c
D s D then D is strongly invariant. In fact, it shows that D is a UCD.c
w xLEMMA 1.2 5 . If D is a domain with D s D , then D is a UCD.c
w xProof. Say D : F x , where F is an algebraically closed field. Then the
units of D must be in F so D : F. Now since each element of D isu c
algebraic over D it is also algebraic over F, hence D s D : F. There-u c
fore, D is a UCD.
Unfortunately, D being a UCD is not enough to guarantee D s D , asc
the following example illustrates.
w xEXAMPLE 1.5 6 . Let R denote the field of real numbers and take
w xR x , y
D s .2 2x q y y 1 .
 . U   .First we show U D s R where U D is the set of units of D, and
U  4. w xw x 2 2R s R _ 0 . Note that D s R x y , where y s 1 y x , so every ele-
 .  .ment of D can be written uniquely as f x q f x y. Now say that0 1
 .  .  .  .f x q f x y is a unit. Then f x and f x have no common factor. For0 1 0 1
 .  .  .w x  .if they did, then f x q f x y s h x f x q f x y . Now h x g M, .  .0 1 0 1
w x  .for some maximal ideal M of R x , since h x f R. Now D is integral over
w x  .R x , so there exists a prime ideal P lying over M. Thus h x g P and so
 .  .f x q f x y g P, so it cannot be a unit. Consider0 1
f x q f x y g x q g x y .  .  .  . .  .0 1 0 1
s f x g x q f x g x 1 y x 2 .  .  .  .  . .0 0 1 1
q f x g x q f x g x y .  .  .  . .0 1 1 0
s 1.
 .  .  .  .  .  .This implies that f x g x q f x g x s 0, and thus f x g x s0 1 1 0 0 1
 .  .   .  ..   .  ..yf x g x . Now since GCD f x , f x g R and GCD g x , g x g1 0 1 0 1 0
 . <  .  . <  .  .  .  .R, we have f x g x and f x g x , so g x s uf x and g x s1 1 0 0 1 1 0
 . U  .  .  .  .¨f x , where u, ¨ g R and u s y¨ . Also, f x g x q f x g x y0 0 0 1 1
 .  . 2 2 . 2 . 2 . 2  2 .f x g x x s 1, so ¨f x q uf x y uf x x s 1, thus ¨ f x y1 1 0 1 1 0
2 .. 2 . 2 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 Uf x q ¨f x x s 1, hence f x y f x q f x x s 1r¨ s r g R .1 1 0 1 1
2 . 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 .So f x s r q f x 1 y x . Now as x ª `; f x 1 y x will at some0 1 1
 .point become negative namely x ) 1 and in fact be large enough in
2 . 2 . 2 .absolute value that r q f x 1 y x - 0. But f x G 0 for all x, so as1 0
2 . 2 . 2 .x ª ` there will be a point where f x / r q f x 1 y x . This can0 1
 .  .  .only be overcome when f x s 0, and in this case f x g R. So U D : R1 0
 . Uand thus U D s R , so D s R and thus R s D . Therefore D / D .u c c
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w xNow we must see that D is a UCD. Let D : K t for some field K, let
 .  . 2 2   ..x s f t , and let y s g t . Since y s 1 y x we must have deg f t s
  ..  . n  . ndeg g t . So let f t s a t q ??? qa and let g t s b t q ??? qb . Nown 0 n 0
2 2  n .2  n .2since x q y s 1 we have a t q ??? qa q b t q ??? qb s 1. Thisn 0 n 0
2 2  .2implies that a q b s 0, and hence a rb s y1. Since a rb g K wen n n n n n
2 2’  .  .   .have i s y 1 g K. So we may write 1 s f t q g t s f t q
 ..  .  ..  .  .  .  .ig t f t y ig t , thus f t y ig t , f t q ig t g K . Hence
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .f t q ig t q f t y ig t s 2 f t g K, and f t g K since char K s 0.
2 . 2 .  .This yields g t s 1 y f t g K, and thus g t g K. So D : K and D is
a UCD.
A consequence of Lemma 1.2 is that any domain with a non-zero
w xJacobson radical is a UCD. This was proven in 1, Result 1.10 for strongly
invariant rings, but the point was that if a domain D had a non-zero
Jacobson radical then D s D . We will rewrite the proof in terms ofc
universally coefficient domains.
w xTHEOREM 1.1 6 . If D is a domain with non-zero Jacobson radical, then
D is a UCD.
Proof. Let t be a non-zero element of the Jacobson radical of D. Then
for any a g D, ta q 1 is a unit of D, so ta q 1 g D . Hence ta g D , andu u
a g D . Thus D s D and so D is a UCD.c c
 .We shall denote the Jacobson radical of a ring R as J R . The above
theorem gives several examples of universally coefficient domains.
ww xxEXAMPLE 1.6. Let D be a domain. Then D x is a UCD.
ww xx  wwEXAMPLE 1.7. For any domain D, D x , . . . , x s D x , . . . ,1 n 1
xx.ww xx ww xxx x is a UCD. Now let D x , x , . . . denote the ring of allny1 n 1 2
formal infinite sums of finite products of non-negative powers of elements
 4 ww xx  ww xx.from x , x , . . . and elements of D. Since D x , x , . . . s D x , . . .1 2 1 2 2
ww xx ww xxx , D x , x , . . . is a UCD.1 1 2
DEFINITION 1.4. We shall call a domain D a local domain if D has a
unique maximal ideal.
EXAMPLE 1.8. A local domain is a UCD.
DEFINITION 1.5. We shall call a domain D a semi-local domain if D
has a finite number maximal ideals.
EXAMPLE 1.9. A semi-local domain is a UCD.
 .We will denote the quotient field of a domain D as QF D .
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DEFINITION 1.6. We shall call a domain D a G-domain if there is an
 . w y1 xelement u g D with QF D s D u .
EXAMPLE 1.10. A G-domain is a UCD. Let D be a G-domain. If D is a
field then D is a UCD, so assume that D is not a field. Let u g D be such
 . w x w xthat QF D s D 1ru ; clearly u / 0. By 11, Theorem 19 u is an element
 .of every non-zero prime ideal of D. So 0 / u g J D , and thus D is a
UCD.
We have seen that if D is a domain then the prime subring of D is Z or
ZrpZ and in either case it is a UCD, as was seen earlier. Another example
 .of a subring that is a UCD is D , since D s D .c c c c
One question that arises from this observation is, ``What can be said
about universally coefficient subrings of a domain?'' If a subring of a
domain is itself a UCD we will call it a UCD subring. In what follows we
will give a constructive proof that every domain has a unique maximal
UCD subring.
We will use the following notation: if R and R are two rings contained1 2
in a third ring then we will denote the composite ring, that is, the ring
generated by R j R , as R R .1 2 1 2
LEMMA 1.3. Let D be a domain, and let R and R be two UCD subrings1 2
of D. Then R R is a UCD subring of D.1 2
w x w xProof. If R R : F x , then R and R are both in F x . Since R and1 2 1 2 1
R are both universally coefficient domains, R : F and R : F. Thus2 1 2
R R : F, and hence R R is a UCD.1 2 1 2
 4THEOREM 1.2. Let R be the set of all UCD subrings of a domain D.i ig I
Then D R is a UCD.ig I i
Proof. We must verify that D R is a ring, and that D R is aig I i ig I i
UCD.
Let a, b g D R , then a g R and b g R for some j and k in I.ig I i j k
Thus a and b are in R R , a UCD subring of D. So a q b and ab are inj k
R R and hence are in the union.j k
w x w xLet D R : F x , for F a field. Then R : F x for all i. Thusig I i i
R : F for all i, and so D R : F. Hence D R is a UCD.i ig I i ig I i
We can restate the above theorem as follows.
 4COROLLARY 1.1. Let D be a domain, and let R be the set of alli ig I
UCD subrings of D. Then D R is the unique maximal UCD subring of D.ig I i
Proof. Let R be any UCD subring of D. Then R : D R , which is aig I i
UCD subring of D.
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We shall denote the unique maximal UCD subring of a domain D by
D . Although the above theorems tell us how to construct D they are notm m
practical. It is still unclear at this point if there is an easy way to determine
D , but here are two results along these lines.m
 .LEMMA 1.4. Let D be any domain. Then D s D .c m c
 .Proof. Since D is a UCD subring of D, D : D . So D s D :c c m c c c
 .  .  .D . Also, D : D, so D : D , thus D s D .m c m m c c c m c
One may conjecture that the unique maximal universally coefficient
subring of a domain D is D . Unfortunately, this is not the case. Thec
following example illustrates the fact that we can have a domain D with
D / D .m c
EXAMPLE 1.11. Consider, again, the ring
w xR x , y
D s .2 2x q y y 1 .
Recall from Example 1.5 that D s R, and D was a UCD. Thus D sc m
D / R s D . Hence D is not necessarily the unique maximal UCDc c
subring of D.
We will now investigate localizations, quotients, and algebraic extensions
of a UCD.
w xLEMMA 1.5 6 . Let D be a UCD and let S be a multiplicati¨ e system of D
that does not contain zero. Then Sy1D is a UCD.
y1 w xProof. Say S D : F x for some field F. Since D is a UCD, D : F.
w xNow S is a set of invertible elements of F x and thus the inverses of the
y1 y1elements of S must be in F. So S D : F, therefore S D is a UCD.
There are some limits to what can be done with localization, for
example.
EXAMPLE 1.12. Sy1D being a UCD does not imply that D is a UCD.
w x w x  4To see this let D s F x and S s F x _ 0 . Now D is not a UCD but
y1  .S D s F x is a UCD.
Of course, the UCD property is not a local property. If it were then all
domains would be universally coefficient domains. This has been shown to
be false.
Unfortunately, taking quotients does not carry the UCD property.
EXAMPLE 1.13. D being a UCD does not imply that DrP is a UCD.
w xww xx  .To see this let D s F x y , and let P s y . D is a UCD, but DrP (
w xF x is not a UCD.
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The next example illustrates the fact that the intersection of two
universally coefficient domains need not be a UCD.
w xEXAMPLE 1.14. Let D s K x for K a field, so that D is not a UCD.
ww xx ww xx ww xxConsider the domain D y, z , and its subdomains D y and D z . Now
ww xx ww xx ww xxD y and D z are both universally coefficient domains, but D y l
ww xxD z s D is not a UCD.
Another useful property of universally coefficient domains is that alge-
braic extensions of a universally coefficient domain are universally coeffi-
cient domains.
w xLEMMA 1.6 6 . Let D be a UCD; then any algebraic extension R of D is
also a UCD.
w xProof. Say R : K x for some algebraically closed field K. Then D :
w xK x , and so D : K. Now R is algebraic over D and K is algebraically
closed, so R : K. Therefore, R is a UCD.
w x  .LEMMA 1.7 6 . D is a UCD if and only if IntCl D is a UCD, where
 .IntCl D denotes the integral closure of D in its fraction field.
 .Proof. Since IntCl D is algebraic over D, if D is a UCD then
 .  . w xIntCl D is a UCD. Conversely, say IntCl D is a UCD and say D : K x
w x  . w xfor some field K. Since K x is integrally closed IntCl D : K x . Thus
 .IntCl D : K, and hence D : K, so D is a UCD.
 .Note that Lemma 1.7 is still valid if we replace IntCl D by any integral
extension domain T of D.
DEFINITION 1.7. We shall call a domain D an o¨erring of R if R :
 .D : QF R , and an overring will be called proper if D / R.
w xLEMMA 1.8 6 . Any o¨erring of a UCD is a UCD.
Proof. Overrings are algebraic extensions.
w x2. LOCALIZATIONS AND OVERRINGS OF K x , . . . , x1 n
In the next section we will be considering localizations and overrings of
w xK x, y , where the main theorems are true. In this section we will prove
w xthe theorems that also apply to K x , . . . , x . Throughout this section K1 n
will denote an arbitrary field, unless otherwise stated, and K will denote
its algebraic closure.
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a field, and let T be a subset of K x , . . . , x .1 n
w x w xThen K x , . . . , x , T is a UCD if and only if K x , . . . , x , T is a UCD.1 n 1 n
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w x w xProof. If K x , . . . , x , T is a UCD then K x , . . . , x , T is a UCD1 n 1 n
w xsince it is an algebraic extension of K x , . . . , x , T .1 n
w x w xConversely, say K x , . . . , x , T is a UCD, and K x , . . . , x , T :1 n 1 n
w x wF t , where F is algebraically closed. Since K : F, K : F, and K x , . . . ,1
x w x w x wx , T : F t . Since K x , . . . , x , T is a UCD, we have that K x , . . . , x ,n 1 n 1 n
x w x w xT : K x , . . . , x , T : F so K x , . . . , x , T is a UCD.1 n 1 n
To make the language easier in what follows we will use the following
 4 w x  4notation. If p , p , . . . , p : K x , . . . , x we say that p , p , . . . , p is a1 2 i 1 n 1 2 i
 4  w x.partial basis and write p , p , . . . , p g B K x , . . . , x if there exists1 2 i 1 n
 4 w x w xp , . . . , p with K x , . . . , x s K p , p , . . . , p . If i s 1 we will dropiq1 n 1 n 1 2 n
 w x.the set brackets and simply write p g B K x , . . . , x .1 n
 4  w x.LEMMA 2.1. Let p , . . . , p g B K x , . . . , x . If f g1 ny 1 1 n
w x w xK p , . . . , p then K x , . . . , x , 1rf is not a UCD.1 ny1 1 n
w x  .w xProof. K x , . . . , x , 1rf : K p , . . . , p p , where p is any poly-1 n 1 ny1 n n
w x w x w xnomial with K x , . . . , x s K p , . . . , p . Also, K x , . . . , x , 1rf ­1 n 1 n 1 n
 .  .  .K p , . . . , p since if it were, then K x , . . . , x : K p , . . . , p ,1 ny1 1 n 1 ny1
which is clearly not possible.
The following results concern the major reduction theorems in this
paper. In the next section we determine all polynomials f such that
w xK x, y, 1rf is a UCD, where K is a field of characteristic zero. But
considering arbitrary polynomials turned out to be a bit difficult. These
reduction theorems will allow us to consider only polynomials f such that
f q c is prime for all c g K.
w xTHEOREM 2.2. Let D be a domain, f g D, and c g D . If D 1rf is am
w  .xUCD and f q c / 0 then D 1r f q c is a UCD.
w x w  .x w xProof. Say D 1rf is a UCD and D 1r f q c : F t , where F is a
field. Since c is in D and D : F, c g F, also f q c g F so we have thatm m
w  .x w x w xf g F and hence 1rf g F. So D 1rf , 1r f q c : F t . Now D 1rf :
 . w  .x wF since it is a UCD and 1r f q c g F, so D 1r f q c : D 1rf ,
 .x w  .x1r f q c : F. Therefore D 1r f q c is a UCD.
w xCOROLLARY 2.1. Let D be a domain, g, h g D, and c g D . If D 1rf ism
w  .xa UCD, f s gh, and f q cg / 0 then D 1r f q cg is a UCD.




f q cg gh q cg
1
s D
g h q c .
1 1
s D ,
g h q c
1 1
s D .
g h q c








w  .x w  .xwe have that D 1r f q cg s D 1rg h q c is a UCD.
The above results can clearly be generalized to n factors. More pre-
 4  .  .cisely, if we let f s g ??? g , c , . . . , c , d : D , a g U D , where U D1 n 1 n m
 .  . w xis the set of units of D and a g q c ??? g q c q d / 0. Then D 1rf1 1 n n
being a UCD implies that
1
D
a g q c g q c ??? g q c q d .  .  .1 1 2 2 n n
is a UCD.
Corollary 2.1 gives us an odd way of changing a ring without changing
the fact that the ring is a UCD. As will be seen, the relationship between
w x w  .xD 1rf and D 1r f q c is of paramount importance in a series of
reduction theorems. Because of this, we will want to have specific defini-
tions. Although we will not need the following definitions in their full
generality, we hope that the extra generality will augment understanding.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. Let D be a domain, define OF s g , . . . , g gn 1 n
n < 4  .  4  .D g f D , for each i . Let a g U D and c , . . . , c : D , where U Di m 1 n m
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is the set of units of D. Define t : OF ª OF bya, c , . . . , c . n n1 n
t g , . . . , g s a g q c , . . . , g q c . .  . .a , c , . . . , c . 1 n 1 1 n n1 n
We shall call t a P-transformation.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let D be a domain and define P : OF ª D byn n
P g , . . . , g s g ??? g . .n 1 n 1 n
Let f and h be in D. We will call f and h UCD-equi¨ alent if there exist
 .g , . . . , g , a, c , . . . , c so that f s g ??? g with g , . . . , g g OF and1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n n
h s P t g , . . . , g . . .n a , c , . . . , c . 1 n1 n
If f and h are UCD-equivalent we will write f lUCD h. We will also
extend this definition by transitivity. If there exist f , f , . . . , f such that1 2 m






666f f f ??? f h1 2 m
then we will call f and h UCD-equi¨ alent and we will denote it, as above,
f lUCD h.
A few things to note about the above definitions: First, each P-transfor-
mation is invertible since
ty1 s t .a , c , . . . , c . 1r a , yc , . . . , yc .1 n 1 n
w x UCD w xSecond, if D 1rf is a UCD and f l g then D 1rg is a UCD.
As was stated above we will be interested in polynomials f such that
f q c is prime for all c g K. So we will give them a name.
w xDEFINITION 2.3. Let R be a domain. If f g R x , . . . , x is such that1 n
f q c is prime for all c g R then we shall call f an inert prime.
DEFINITION 2.4. Let T be a subring of a domain R. T is said to be an
inert subring of R if whenever ab g T and ab / 0 then a g T and b g T.
If we let R be an algebraically closed field, there is a strong relation
between inert primes and inert subrings.
w x w xLEMMA 2.2 8 . Let K be an algebraically closed field. Then K p is an
w x w xinert subring of K x , . . . , x if and only if p is an inert prime in K x , . . . , x .1 n 1 n
w xProof. Assume that K p is an inert subring and by way of contradic-
tion say there exists a c g K with p q c reducible. Let p q c s q q with1 2
w x w xneither q nor q in K. Then q q g K p and hence q g K p . So1 2 1 2 1
 .  .q s h p , and thus q y h s ph p where h is the constant term of h1 1 0 1 0
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 .   . . <and h p s h p y h rp. This implies that p q y h . By total degrees1 0 1 0
this implies that q g K, a contradiction.2
w xConversely, assume that p is an inert prime of K x , . . . , x . Let1 n
w x  . n  .q q g K p , and thus q q s h p s c p q c . Since p is inert, this1 2 1 2 is1 i
w xis the prime factorization in K x , . . . , x and hence both q and q are in1 n 1 2
w x w xK p . Therefore, K p is an inert subring.
 w x.There is also a relationship between inert primes and B K x , . . . , x .1 n
 w x.LEMMA 2.3. If p g B K x , . . . , x then p is an inert prime.1 n
 w x.  4Proof. If p g B K x , . . . , x then there exists q , . . . q :1 n 2 n
w x w x w xK x , . . . , x such that K x , . . . , x s K p, q . . . , q and hence1 n 1 n 2 n
 4 w xp, q , . . . q is a transcendence basis for K x , . . . , x over K. Hence,2 n 1 n
w x w x w xK x , . . . , x r p s K p , q , . . . , q r p ( K q , . . . , q , .  .1 n 2 n 2 n
which is a domain. Thus p must be a prime. Now since
w x w xK x , . . . , x s K p q c, q , . . . , q1 n 2 n
 w x.for all c g K, p q c g B K x , . . . , x for all c g K. Hence p q c is1 n
prime for all c g K. Therefore p is an inert prime.
The following theorem is the final theorem in the reduction to inert
w xprimes, at least for n ) 2. In the next section, working with K x, y , we
will be able to prove a slightly stronger theorem. When an element f of
w xR x , . . . , x is such that1 n
n
w xf f R x , . . . , x , x , . . . , xD 1 iy1 iq1 n
is1
we say that f is a polynomial in strictly n variables.
THEOREM 2.3. Let R be a unique factorization domain and let f g
w xR x , . . . , x be a polynomial in strictly n ¨ariables. Then f is UCD-equi¨ alent1 n
to a product of inert primes.
w xProof. Let f s p ??? p be the prime factorization of f in R x , . . . , x .1 t 1 n
Now if all the p are inert then we have the desired form. If, on the otheri
hand, there exists a p such that p q c is not prime, add c to p andi i i i i
factor. Repeat for all such primes p . We then obtain a polynomiali
g s q ??? q with f lUCD g.1 m
Now repeat this process until we have h s p ??? p with f lUCD h and1 r
each p is inert. The process must stop since the degrees of the factorsi
must drop with every iteration of the process and there is a lower degree
bound of one; thus the desired form will be obtained.
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For the rest of this section we will simply look at a range of results and
examples.
w xLEMMA 2.4. Let K be a field, f g K x , . . . , x a polynomial in strictly n1 n
w x¨ariables. Let f s h h ??? h be a factorization of f o¨er K x , . . . , x . If x1 2 m 1 n i r
w xis algebraic o¨er K h , h , . . . , h , x , x , . . . , x for all 1 F r F n y 1,1 2 m i i i1 2 ry1
 .  .where s 1, 2, . . . , n s i , i , . . . , i for some permutation s , then1 2 n
w xK x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD.1 n
Proof. We may assume that K is algebraically closed. Now since
any domain generated by units is a UCD we have that T s
w xK h , . . . , h , 1rh , . . . , 1rh is a UCD. By the assumption that x is1 m 1 m irw xalgebraic over K h , h , . . . , h , x , x , . . . , x we have the following.1 2 m i i i1 2 ry1
w x w xT a UCD « T x a UCD«T x , x a UCDi i i1 1 2
w x« ??? « T x , . . . , x a UCD.i i1 ny1
Now since f is a polynomial in strictly n variables there is an hj
that contains the variable x and thus x is algebraic overi in nw x w xK h , . . . , h , 1rh , . . . , 1rh , x , . . . , x so K x , . . . , x , 1rf s1 m 1 m i i 1 n1 ny1w xK h , . . . , h , 1rh , . . . , 1rh , x , . . . , x is a UCD.1 m 1 m i i1 n
w xSince any R-sequence 11, p. 84 of a commutative ring containing a field
w xis a set of algebraically independent elements over that field 11, p. 85 , we
can use the above theorem to prove that if f factors into a product
of polynomials in which n of them form an R-sequence then
w xK x , . . . , x , 1rf is a universally coefficient domain.1 n
LEMMA 2.5. Let K be a field and let f s p p ??? p with p , p , . . . , p1 2 n 1 2 n
w x w xforming an R-sequence in K x , . . . , x ; then K x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD.1 n 1 n
Proof. Since p , p , . . . , p is an R-sequence, they are algebraically1 2 n
w xindependent over K. Thus x is algebraic over K p , p , . . . , p for all i.i 1 2 n
w xHence K x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD, by Lemma 2.4.1 n
The following examples show that the above lemma cannot be substan-
tially improved, at least as far as the length of the sequence is concerned.
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let
1
D s K x , y , z , .
xy
Then D is not a UCD and x, y is an R-sequence of length 2, in other
words, n y 1.
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From the previous example one may ask if there is a need for f to factor
into an R-sequence of length n. The answer is no, as we will see. First, we
need a small lemma from basic algebra and a few examples.
LEMMA 2.6. Let a , a , . . . , a be elements in a domain R of characteristic1 2 n
0. Let s be the elementary symmetric function of degree i in a , a , . . . , a . Ifi 1 2 n
w xa s a for at least one pair i / j, then s is algebraic o¨er Z s , s , . . . , s .i j n 1 2 ny1
Proof. First consider Newton's formulas, p s ai q ??? qai , i G 0. It isi 1 n
w xeasy to show the formulas 7, Problem 22, p. 533
p s s1 1
p s s p y 2 s2 1 1 2
p s s p y s p q 3s3 1 2 2 1 3
...
i iq1p s s p y s p q ??? q y1 s p q y1 is . .  .i 1 iy1 2 iy2 iy1 1 i
From this recurrence formula for p we see that p is an algebraici i
 4expression in s , s , . . . , s , where s s 0 for i ) n. We also have the1 2 i i
w xformula 7, Problem 27, p. 534
2
2 ny11 a a ??? ap p p ??? p 1 1 10 1 2 ny1
2 ny11 a a ??? ap p p ??? p 2 2 21 2 3 n s . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
2 ny1p p p ??? pny1 n nq1 2 ny2 1 a a ??? an n n
2s a y a s 0. . i j
i-j
By the above formulas, the only entries of this matrix that contain s aren
p , p , . . . , p . Moreover, the highest power of s in each of these isn nq1 2 ny2 n
1. We will now consider the highest power of s in the determinant of then
matrix of Newton's formulas. By cofactor expansion along the first row it is
easy to see that the highest power of s is n y 1 and this power of s onlyn n
occurs in the term "p pny1 of the determinant. Now0 n
ny1nq1ny1"p p s "n s p q ??? qs p q y1 ns . .0 n 1 ny1 ny1 1 n
s "nnsny1 q terms with powers of s less than n y 1.n n
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This implies that
p p p ??? p0 1 2 ny1
p p p ??? p1 2 3 n s 0. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
p p p ??? pny1 n nq1 2 ny2
w xis a non-trivial algebraic relation of s over Z s , . . . , s .n 1 ny1
Before we proceed a note should be made. Many times when we are
w xtrying to prove that K x, y, 1rf is a UCD, we proceed by contradiction.
w x w x w xSo we assume that K x, y, 1rf : F t and K x, y, 1rf ­ F for F an
algebraically closed field. What one should note about this is that both x
w xand y must be outside F. This is because f is a unit in F t and thus
f s u g F. Also, f must be a polynomial in strictly two variables for
w xK x, y, 1rf to have any hope of being a UCD. Hence, if either x or y is in
F then the equation f y u s 0 makes the other variable algebraic over F
w xand thus in F, contradicting the assumption that K x, y, 1rf ­ F.
 . w xEXAMPLE 2.2. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, g x g K x with
 . n  . w xthe degree of g x at least 2, and n G 2. If f s y y g x then K x, y, 1rf
is a UCD.
w x w x w xSay K x, y, 1rf : F t and K x, y, 1rf ­ F. We may make the follow-
 .ing assumptions: First, by Theorem 2.2 we may assume that g x has no
constant term. Second, by Lemma 1.1 we may assume that F is alge-
braically closed. Third, by Theorem 2.1 we may assume that K is alge-
d’ .braically closed. Finally, by the K-automorphism that takes x to 1r a x,
 .  .  .where a is the leading coefficient of g x and deg g s d, g x is monic.
 .  .Let x s h t and y s j t . Since f is a unit in F there is a non-zero
n  .element u g F with j y g h s u; thus
jn s g h q u s h y a h y a ??? h y a , .  .  .  .1 2 d
  ..where d s deg g x and a , . . . , a g F.1 d
Now assume that all the a are distinct. Then all the factors h y a arei i
w xpair-wise relatively prime. Since F t is a unique factorization domain each
w x n nh y a is a perfect nth power in F t . So h y a s h and h y a s h .i 1 1 2 2
Thus
a y a s hn y hn s h y h hny1 q hny2 h q ??? qh hny2 q hny1 . .  .1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
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Now this product must be in F, so either one of the terms is 0 or both
terms are in F. If either term is 0 then a s a . If they are both in F then1 2
there exist c , c g F with1 2
h y h s c and hny1 q hny2 h q ??? qh hny2 q hny1 s c .2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2
Thus
c s hny1 q hny2 h q ??? qh hny2 q hny12 2 2 1 2 1 1
ny1 ny2 ny2 ny1s h q c q h q c h q ??? q h q c h q h .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s nhny1 q terms with powers of h less than n y 1.1 1
So h is algebraic over and hence in F, but this would imply that h g F, a1
contradiction. Thus a s a for some i / j.i j
 . d dy1Now say g x s x q t x q ??? qt x. Thusdy1 1
g h s u s hd q t hdy1 q ??? qt h q u. . dy1 1
By comparing coefficients, we have that if s is the elementary symmetrici
function of degree i in a , . . . , a , then s s t g K, s s t g1 d 1 dy1 2 dy2
w xK, . . . , s s t g K. So K s K s , . . . , s and u s s is algebraic overdy1 1 1 dy1 d
this field, hence s g K. So f g K, a contradiction.d
We now give several examples of polynomials f that factor into an
w xR-sequence with fewer than n factors and K x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD.1 n
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and
1
D s K x , y , z , .2 3 2 3x q y x q z . .
Note that f is a product of the inert primes x 2 q y3, x 2 q z 3 forming an
R-sequence of length 2 s n y 1. Now consider the two rings
1 1
R s K x , y , and R s K x , z , .1 22 3 2 3x q y x q z
w xBoth R and R are UCD by Example 2.2 and thus K x, y, z, 1rf s R R1 2 1 2
is also a UCD.
We can, of course, generalize this to more than three variables. Let
2 3 2 3 2 3 w xf s x q x x q x ??? x q x g K x , x , . . . x , .  .  .1 2 1 3 1 n 1 2 n
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and consider the rings
1
R s K x , x ,1 1 2 2 3x q x1 2
1
R s K x , x ,2 1 3 2 3x q x1 3
1
R s K x , x ,3 1 4 2 3x q x1 4
...
1
R s K x , x , .ny1 1 n 2 3x q x1 n
w xEach R is a UCD; thus K x , x , . . . x , 1rf s R R ??? R is also ai 1 2 n 1 2 ny1
UCD.
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and
1
D s K w , x , y , z , .2 3 2 3x q y z q w . .
Then because
1 1
R s K x , y , and R s K z , w ,1 22 3 2 3x q y z q w
w xare both universally coefficient domains K x, y, z, w, 1rf s R R is also1 2
a UCD.
 2 3. 2 3.  2In general if n is even then take f s x q x x q x ??? x q1 2 3 4 ny3
3 . 2 3.  2 3. 2 3.  2x x q x and if n is odd take f s x q x x q x ??? x qny2 ny1 n 1 2 3 4 ny2
3 . 2 3.x x q x . So thenny1 ny1 n
1
R s K x , x ,1 1 2 2 3x q x1 2
1
R s K x , x ,2 3 4 2 3x q x3 4
1
R s K x , x ,3 5 6 2 3x q x5 6
...
1
R s K x , x ,?nq1.r2 @ ny1 n 2 3x q xny1 n
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are all universally coefficient domains where n q 1 r2 is the greatest .
 .integer less than or equal to n q 1 r2. Thus
1
K x , x , . . . , x , s R R ??? R1 2 n 1 2 ?nq1.r2 @f
is also a UCD.
We will now turn our attention to overrings.
 . w xLEMMA 2.7. Let R be a domain. If f , g s R x , . . . , x then1 n
w x w xR x , . . . , x , grf s R x , . . . , x , 1rf .1 n 1 n
 . w xProof. Since f , g s R x , . . . , x there must exist a a, b g1 n
w x  .R x , . . . , x with af q bg s 1. This relation gives 1rf s af q bg rf s1 n
 . w x w xa q b grf g R x , . . . , x , grf and hence R x , . . . , x , 1rf s1 n 1 n
w xR x , . . . , x , grf .1 n
 . w xClearly this lemma implies that if f , g s R x , . . . , x then1 n
w x w xR x , . . . , x , grf is a UCD if and only if R x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD.1 n 1 n
w x w xAlso, if R x , . . . , x , grf is a UCD then R x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD,1 n 1 n
with no other assumptions, since the latter is an overring of the former.
 . w xNow is it necessary to have f , g s R x , . . . , x ? The next two exam-1 n
ples show that some condition is needed; in other words, the fact that
w xR x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD does not in general imply that1 n
w xR x , . . . , x , grf is a UCD. But the four examples that follow these show1 n
 . w xthat the f , g s R x , . . . , x condition is too strong.1 n
EXAMPLE 2.5.
2 2x y y
K x , y ,
xy
is not a UCD.
Since
x 2 y y2 x q y x y y y x .  .
s s 1 q y 1 , /  /xy xy x y
we have
2 2 2 2x y y x x y y x
w xK x , y , : K y and K x , y , ­ K . /  /xy y xy y
 .  .w xSince y is transcendental over K xry , K xry y is a polynomial ring and
w  2 2 . xso K x, y, x y y rxy is not a UCD.
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w xNote that K x, y, 1rxy is a universally coefficient domain. So this is an
example of the need for an extra condition in the relation between
 2 2 .overrings and localizations. Also note that GCD xy, x y y s 1, so the
 .condition that GCD f , g s 1 is not sufficient to guarantee that if
w x w xK x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD then K x , . . . , x , grf is a UCD.1 n 1 n
EXAMPLE 2.6.
2 2x y x1 2
K x , . . . , x ,1 n x ??? x1 n
is not a UCD.
Since
x 2 y x 2 x q x x y x x x 1 .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1s s 1 q y 1 , /  /x ??? x x ??? x x x x ??? x1 n 1 n 1 2 3 n
we have the containment relations
2 2x y x x1 2 1 w xK x , . . . , x , : K , x , . . . , x x1 n 3 n 2 /x ??? x x1 n 2
and
2 2x y x x1 2 1
K x , . . . , x , ­ K , x , . . . , x .1 n 3 n /x ??? x x1 n 2
 .  .Since x is transcendental over K x rx , x , . . . , x , K x rx , x , . . . , x2 1 2 3 n 1 2 3 n
w x w  2 2 .  .xx is a polynomial ring and so K x , . . . , x , x y x r x ??? x is not2 1 n 1 2 1 n
a UCD.
 4EXAMPLE 2.7. Let K be a field and let a, b g K _ 0 . Then
x q a y q b .  .
R s K x , y ,
xy
is a UCD.
w xAssume that R is not a UCD. Then there is a field F with R : F t and
w xR ­ F. The images of x and y in F t must be outside F, since if x g F
 .  . w x w xthen x q a rx g F and thus 1 q bry s y q b ry g F t . So 1ry g F t
and hence y g F, implying that R : F, a contradiction. The same thing
would happen if we first assumed y g F. Now
ay q bx q ab xy q ay q bx q ab x q a y q b .  . w x1 q s s g F t
xy xy xy
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 . w xand hence ay q bx q ab rxy g F t but by examining the degrees of x
 .and y in t , this would imply that at least one of x and y must be in F, a
contradiction. Therefore, R is a UCD.
  . ..  . w xAlso note that xy, x q a y q b : x, y q b / K x, y . This gives us
w xthe first example where K x, y, grf is a universally coefficient domain
 . w x  . w xand g, f / K x, y . So the condition g, f s K x , . . . , x is too strong.1 n
EXAMPLE 2.8.
x q y
R s K x , y ,
xy
is a UCD.
w xAssume that R is not a UCD. Then there is a field F with R : F t and
w xR ­ F. Now the images of both x and y in F t must be outside F, since
 .x q y rxy s 1ry q 1rx and if x or y were in F then the other would be
 . w xalso implying that R : F. Now x q y rxy g F t , which implies that
x g F or y g F by a degree argument, a contradiction. Therefore, R is a
UCD.
w x  .EXAMPLE 2.9. Let g, j g K y _ K with GCD g, j s 1, and let h g
w x w xK x, y _ K y . Then
g y .
R s K x , y ,
h x , y j y .  .
is a UCD.
In what follows we will see that all we need is the existence of a b g K
 .  .with j b s 0 and g b / 0. Hence we may assume that K is algebrai-
w xcally closed and thus b g K. Say R : F t for some algebraically closed
 .  .  .  .  .  .field F. Now g y r y y b g R and since g b / 0, g y r y y b s q y
 .  . w  .xq cr y y b , and thus 1r y y b g R. Since R s K y y b, 1r y y b
w  .  .  .x w  .xx, g y rh x, y j y , and K y y b, 1r y y b : F, y g F, and thus
 .h x, y g F. This makes x algebraic over F and hence contained in F.
Therefore, R is a UCD.
A note about the above example. If we assume K is algebraically closed
 .  .  .and we take a, c g K with g a s 0 and h c, a s 0 then g, hj :
 .x y c, y y a . If we assume that K is not algebraically closed then we still
 .  . w x  .  .have g, hj : x y c, y y a : K x, y , and g, hj : x y c, y y a l
w x w xK x, y / K x, y .
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EXAMPLE 2.10. Let
g x .1
R s K x , . . . , x ,1 n j x h x , x h x , x , x ??? h x , . . . , x .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 n 1 n
w x w xwith h g K x , . . . , x _ K x , . . . , x for each 2 F i F n, andi 1 i 1 iy1
 .GCD g, j s 1. Then R is a UCD.
 .Since all we need is the existence of a b g K with j b s 0 and
 . w xg b / 0, we may assume that K is algebraically closed. Say R : F t for
 .  .some algebraically closed field F. Now g x r x y b g R and since1 1
 .  .  .  .  .  .g b / 0, g x r x y b s q x q cr x y b , and thus 1r x y b g R.1 1 1 1 1
Since
1 g x .1
R s K x y b , x , . . . , x ,1 2 nx y b j x h x , x ??? h x , . . . , x .  .  .1 1 2 1 2 n 1 n
1
and K x y b , :F ,1 x y b1
x g F, and thus h g F for all i. This makes x algebraic over F for all i1 i i
and hence contained in F. Therefore, R is a UCD.
If we assume K is algebraically closed and we take a, c g K with
 .  .  .  .g a s 0 and h c, a s 0 then g, jh ??? h : x y c, x y a . If we2 2 n 1 2
assume that K is not algebraically closed then we still have
w xg , jh ??? h : x y c, x y a : K x , y , .  .2 n 1 2
 .  . w x w xand so g, jh ??? h : x y c, x y a l K x , . . . , x / K x , . . . , x .2 n 1 2 1 n 1 n
w x w xSince R x , . . . , x , grf being a UCD implies that R x , . . . , x , 1rf is1 n 1 n
a UCD, we have the following:
 4  w x.LEMMA 2.8. Let p , . . . , p g B K x , . . . , x . If f g1 ny 1 1 n
w x w xK p , . . . , p then for any g g K x , . . . , x we ha¨e that1 ny1 1 n
w xK x , . . . , x , grf is not a UCD.1 n
w x wProof. K x , . . . , x , 1rf is not a UCD, and therefore K x , . . . , x ,1 n 1 n
xgrf is not a UCD.
w x  .EXAMPLE 2.11. Let K be a field. Then K x, y, z, w r xy y zw is not a
UCD. This is easy to see since
w xK x , y , z , w xy
( K x , y , z ,
xy y zw z .
w xand K x, y, z, 1rz is not a UCD.
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w x3. THE SPECIAL CASE OF K x, y
The main purpose of this section is to determine the localizations of
w xK x, y for K a field, which are universally coefficient domains. In particu-
w x w xlar, what conditions must we impose on f g K x, y so that K x, y, 1rf is
a universally coefficient domain?
w xIn 1, Corollary 3.4 it was determined that every one-dimensional affine
domain over a field is invariant and is in fact strongly invariant if it is not a
polynomial ring. So the next natural question is, ``What about two-dimen-
sional affine domains over a field?'' Since a universally coefficient domain
is strongly invariant, and hence invariant, and
w x1 K x , y , z
K x , y , (
f zf y 1 .
is a two-dimensional affine domain over a field, our work here will begin to
answer this question. Another reason for considering these domains is that
w x w xin 6 it was shown that every proper overring of K x , for K a field, is a
universally coefficient domain. The proof is as follows.
w x w xTHEOREM 3.1 6 . Let K be a field; then any proper o¨erring of K x is a
UCD.
Proof. First let us consider the case where A is a principal ideal
 .domain, and let B be a proper overring of A, so A ; B : QF A . Then
B s Sy1A for some multiplicative set S of A. To see this let t g B, then
 .t s arb for a and b in A with GCD a, b s 1. Since A is a principal ideal
domain there exist n and m in A with an q bm s 1, hence btn q bm s 1
 . w xand so b tn q m s 1. Thus 1rb s tn q m g B, so A 1rb : B. Now this
can be done for all elements of B, so Sy1A s B, where S is the set of all
w xpossible denominators in B. Now let R be a ring such that K x ; R :
 . y1 w x   .4  .K x . Then R s S K x , where S s f x and at least one f x isi ig I i
non-constant. So we can rewrite
1
w xR s K f x , x . .i 5f x .i igI
Now if we set
1
T s K f x , , .i 5f x .i igI
T is generated by its units, so T s T , and x is algebraic over T sou
R s R . Thus R is a UCD.c
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y1 w xWe will show that if K is a field of characteristic zero then S K x, y is
w x  w x.not a UCD if and only if S : K p for some p g B K x, y . From this we
will see that if K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, a
w xlocalization of K x, y is strongly invariant if and only if it is a universally
coefficient domain. It will follow that, in the algebraically closed case, a
w xlocalization of K x, y is invariant and is strongly invariant if it is not a
polynomial ring.
Recall from the previous section that we reduced the question whether
w xK x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD to the case where f is a product of inert1 n
primes. When n s 2 we can reduce the question further.
Throughout this section we will assume that K is a field, unless stated
otherwise.
w xLEMMA 3.1. Let K be a field and let f s p p g K x, y with p and p1 2 1 2
 . w x w xnon-associate primes with p , p / K x, y . Then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.1 2
w xProof. We have that p , p is an R-sequence, implying that K x, y, 1rf1 2
is a UCD.
w xTHEOREM 3.2. Let K be a field and let f g K x, y be a polynomial in
w xstrictly two ¨ariables. Then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD or f is UCD-equi¨ alent to a
power of an inert prime.
w xProof. Let f s p ??? p be the prime factorization of f in K x, y . If1 n
there exists a p such that p q c is not prime for some c g K, add c toi i i i i
p and factor; repeat for all such primes p . We then obtain a polynomiali i
g s q ??? q with f lUCD g. Now repeat this process until we have1 m
g s p ??? p with f lUCD g and each p is an inert prime. The process1 r i
must stop since the degrees of the factors must drop with every iteration of
the process.
Once we have obtained g s p ??? p with f lUCD g and each p is an1 r i
 .inert prime we can replace p by p y p 0, 0 so that none of the factorsi i i
have a constant term. Now we have two possibilities: g s p ??? p with at1 r
least one pair p , p not associates and g s a pr for some a g K. In thei j
second case we can apply another P-transformation to eliminate the a . So
we have:
1. g s p ??? p with at least one pair p , p not associates.1 r i j
2. g s pr.
w x w xThe first case implies that K x, y, 1rf is a UCD since K x, y, 1rp p is ai j
w xUCD and K x, y, 1rf is a localization of it. As far as the second case is
w x w xconcerned, we have that K x, y, 1rf is a UCD if and only if K x, y, 1rp
UCD r rw x w xis a UCD since f l p and K x, y, 1rp s K x, y, 1rp .
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w xSo if we can characterize all the inert primes p g K x, y that make
w x w xK x, y, 1rp a UCD then we will know when K x, y, 1rf is a UCD, where
w xf is an arbitrary polynomial of K x, y .
Another thing to note here is that this reduction to a product of inert
primes still works if we replace K by a unique factorization domain D, as
was seen in the previous section. The difference occurs when we get to the
point where f lUCD p ??? p of f lUCD pr.1 r
UCD r w xIf f l p then it is still true that D x, y, 1rf is a UCD if and only
w x UCDif D x, y, 1rp is a UCD. On the other hand, if f l p ??? p , where1 r
there is a pair of non-associates and D is not a field, it does not follow that
w x w xD x, y, 1rf is a UCD. For example, let D s K z , where K is a field,
and let f s xy. Now f factors into a product of two non-associate inert
w x w x w x  .w xprimes of D x, y but D x, y, 1rf s K x, y, z, 1rxy : K x, y z and
w x  . w xD x, y, 1rf ­ K x, y so D x, y, 1rf is not a UCD.
It would be nice if this reduction were in some way unique. At this point
it is not clear if there is some type of uniqueness if f lUCD p ??? p . If,1 r
on the other hand, f lUCD pr we know exactly what f looks like, at least
in the algebraically closed case.
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be an algebraically closed field. If f lUCD g, where
w x w xg g K p for p an inert prime, then f g K p .
 4 w x UCD UCD UCDProof. Let f , . . . , f : K x, y with f l f l ??? l1 m 1
f lUCD g and such that each UCD-equivalence is produced by a singlem
w xP-transformation. We proceed by induction. Since g is an element of K p
w xall we need is the inductive step. So assume that f g K p . Since p is an1
w x w xinert prime, K p is an inert subring of K x, y . Thus all the factors of f1
w xare elements of K p . Therefore, if f s q ??? q then1 1 r
f s P t q , q , . . . , q . .r a , c , . . . , c . 1 2 r1 r
r
w xs a q q c g K p . . i i
is1
One consequence of this is that if f lUCD pn then there is a single
P-transformation that takes pn to f. Also, since each P-transformation is
invertible it is possible to go from f to pn with one P-transformation.
The following theorems will establish an equivalence between the group
w xof K-automorphisms of K x, y , K a field of characteristic zero, and the
w xUCD property of a localization of K x, y .
w xTHEOREM 3.3 6 . Let K be a perfect field. Let A be an affine domain of
transcendence degree one o¨er K. Then either the integral closure of A is a
polynomial ring o¨er the algebraic closure of K in the integral closure of A or A
is a UCD.
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Proof. Recall that A is a UCD if and only if the integral closure of A
is a UCD. Also, since the integral closure of A remains affine of transcen-
dence degree one over K we may assume that A is integrally closed. Now
assume that A is not a UCD. Then there must exist a field F and an
w x w xembedding of A into F t such that A ­ F. Let A s K a , a , . . . , a ,1 2 n
 . w  . xand write a s f t . Set B s K the coefficients of the f t 's . Then A :i i i
w x  .B t , A ­ B, and B is affine over K. Say g t g A _ B with leading
coefficient a. Since a / 0, and B is a Hilbert ring, there is a maximal ideal
X w x w x  .w xM of B with a f M. Let A be the image of A in B t rM t ( BrM t .
X X X .   ..Now g t g A and deg g t ) 0, so trdeg A G 1. But A is affine overK
 X.  .  X.  . XK and thus dim A F dim A s 1, so dim A s dim A and thus A ( A.
 .w xWe now have K : A : BrM t , where BrM is a field finitely generated
over K as a ring. Thus BrM is algebraic over K and hence is a finite
w xseparable extension. By 1, Result 2.11 , A must be a polynomial ring over
X XK , where K is the algebraic closure of K in A.
THEOREM 3.4. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero
w x w xand let f g K x, y be an inert prime. Then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD if and only
w x w x w xif there does not exist a g g K x, y with K x, y s K f , g .
w x w x w xProof. First, assume that there is a g g K x, y with K x, y s K f , g .
w x w x  w x.w xThen K x, y, 1rf s K f , g, 1rf s K f , 1rf g , which is a polynomial
w x w xring since g is transcendental over K f . So K x, y, 1rf is not a UCD.
w x w x w xConversely, by 8, Theorem 4.4 there exists a g g K x, y with K x, y s
w x  .w x  .w x  .w xK f , g if and only if K f x, y s K f t . Now since K f x, y is an
 .affine domain of transcendence degree one over K f either the integral
 .w xclosure of K f x, y is a polynomial ring over the algebraic closure of
 .  .w x  .w xK f in K f x, y or K f x, y is a UCD.
 .  .w xWe will now show that the algebraic closure of K f in K f x, y
 .  .w x  .is K f . Let g g K f x , y be algebraic over K f . Then
n ny1  .a g qa g q ??? qa g q a s 0 with a g K f . Clear the denomi-n ny1 1 0 i
nators of all the a 's and g i's. Then we will obtain the relation b hn qi n
ny1 w x w xb h q ??? qb h q b s 0 with b g K f and h g K x, y . Thusny1 1 0 i
 ny1 ny2 . w xh b h q b h q ??? qb s yb g K f . Since f is an inert prime,n ny1 1 0
w x w x w x  .K f is an inert subring in K x, y , so h g K f , hence g g K f .
 .w x  .w x  .w xThus the integral closure of K f x, y is K f t or K f x, y is a
 .w x w xUCD. Also, since K f x, y is a localization of K x, y it is a unique
factorization domain and hence integrally closed.
w x w x w xAssume there does not exist a g g K x, y with K x, y s K f , g . Then
w x   .w x.  .w x  .w xby 8 , IntCl K f x, y s K f x, y / K f t . Thus by Theorem 3.3,
 .w x w x w xK f x, y is a UCD. Now say K x, y, 1rf : F t ; then f g F, hence
 .  .w x w xK f : F. So we have K f x, y : F t , and hence is contained in F. So
w x  .w x w xK x, y, 1rf : K f x, y : F, and therefore K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
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w xTHEOREM 3.5. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and let f g K x, y .
w x w xThen K x, y, 1rf is not a UCD if and only if f g K p for some p g
 w x.B K x, y .
Proof. First, we may assume that K is an algebraically closed field.
w x UCD rIf K x, y, 1rf is not a UCD then f l p , where p is an inert
w x  w x.prime and K x, y, 1rp is not a UCD. So p g B K x, y , and f s
r  . w xc p y a g K p .is1 i
w x  w x. w xConversely, assume f g K p with p g B K x, y . Since f g K p
r  . w xwe have f s c p y a , and hence K x, y, 1rf is a UCD if and onlyis1 i
w x  w x. w xif K x, y, 1rp is a UCD. Since p g B K x, y , K x, y, 1rp is not
a UCD.
We will generalize the above theorem to localizations.
y1 w xTHEOREM 3.6. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, and D s S K x, y ,
w x w xwhere S : K x, y . Then D is not a UCD if and only if S : K p for some
 w x.p g B K x, y .
Proof. We may assume that K is an algebraically closed field.
w x y1 w xIf f g S and K x, y, 1rf is a UCD, then D s S K x, y s
y1 w xS K x, y, 1rf is also a UCD. Now assume that D is not a UCD and
w x w xf g S. Then K x, y, 1rf is not a UCD and hence f g K p for some
 w x. w x  w x.p g B K x, y . If also g g S, then g g K q for some q g B K x, y . If
w x w xK p / K q , then p, q forms an R-sequence. Since both p and q are
w x w  .x w x w  .xinert primes, K p s K p y p 0, 0 , K q s K q y q 0, 0 , and both
 .  .  w x.p y p 0, 0 and q y q 0, 0 are in B K x, y ; we may assume that neither
p nor q has a constant term. Thus since g p q g q / 1 for any g and g1 2 1 2
w x  . w x w x  .in K x, y , p, q / K x, y . Also, if q is a zero-divisor on K x, y r p
 .then q g p , which implies that q s a p for some a g K, a contradiction.
w x w xHence K x, y, 1rpq is a UCD, which implies that K x, y, 1rfg is a UCD
w x w x w xand thus so is D, a contradiction. Hence K p s K q , so S : K p .
w x  w x.Conversely, say S : K p for some p g B K x, y . Then there exists
w x w x w x y1 w x  .w xa q g K x, y with K x, y s K p, q . Thus, D s S K s, y : K p q
y1 w x  .  .  .and S K x, y ­ K p since if it were, then K x, y : K p , which is
absurd.
w x w xWe should note that if there exist a p and a q in which K x, y s K p, q
w x w xthen the endomorphism f : K x, y ª K x, y , defined by
a ª a for all a g K¡~x ª pf :¢y ª q ,
w xis a K-automorphism of K x, y . So there is clearly a strong relationship
w xbetween the UCD property and the K-automorphism of K x, y .
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The above theorems tell us that we can classify all the domains D s
y1 w xS K x, y , with K a field of characteristic zero, as either universally
coefficient or not universally coefficient if we know the K-automorphism
w x w xgroup of K x, y . Fortunately, the K-automorphism group of K x, y is
well known and has been well studied. We know that any K-automorphism
w xof K x, y can be generated by compositions of the elementary automor-
w xphisms 14
x ª ax q by ,
c : ad y bc / 0 y ª cx q dy ,
and
x ª x
c :  y ª y q f x . .
w  .xSo we could restate Theorem 3.5 as: If f f K f x for all f in the
w x w xK-automorphism group of K x, y then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
Unfortunately, the above relation does not hold true for overrings of
w xK x, y as the following example illustrates.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let
x y
D s K x , y , ,
y x
and let S be the set of all possible denominators of D with respect to
w x  < w x w xK x, y . That is, S s g g g K x, y and there exists f g K x, y with
4 w xfrg g D . We shall see that D is not a UCD and S ­ K p for any
 w x.p g B K x, y .
w x  4S ­ K p , since x, y : S is a transcendence basis over K. Also,
 .w x  .  .  .D : K xry y and D ­ K xry , since if it were, QF D s K x, y :
 .  .  .  .K xry : K x, y , implying that K x, y s K xry , which is absurd. All
 .w xthat remains is to show that K xry y is a polynomial ring. If y were
 .algebraic over K xry then
x
w x1 s trdeg K y s trdeg K x , y s 2. .K K /y
Another way to look at this example is the following.
w x w xLet D s K x, y, xry, yrx s K x, y, T , where T is any set of genera-
w xtors of D over K x, y . Then D is not a UCD, by the above. Also, if
 .  w x.   .  .4T : K p for any p g B K x, y , then T s f p rg p for somei i ig I
index set I. Hence the set of all possible denominators, S, is generated by
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 . w xall the factors of the g 's. Since p is an inert prime and g p g K p ,i i
 . n  .  .g p s a p q c . Since this is the prime factorization of g p anyi js1 j i
w xfactor must be in K p . Hence, the set of all possible denominators
w x  .S : K p , a contradiction. So T ­ K p .
Now consider the case of K an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero. We will first show that if K is an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero then the universal coefficient property is the same as
w xthe strongly invariant property for localizations of K x, y .
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero,
w xand let D be a localization of K x, y . Then D is a UCD if and only if D is
strongly in¨ariant.
Proof. Since a UCD is always strongly invariant we only need to show
y1 w xthe converse. We proceed by contraposition. First, set D s S K x, y .
w xNow assume that D is not a UCD; then S : K p for some p g
 w x. w x w x w xB K x, y . So if we take a q g K x, y with K x, y s K p, q , then
y1 w x y1 w x  y1 w x.w xD s S K x, y s S K p, q s S K p q , which is a polynomial ring
and hence not strongly invariant.
w x w xSince K x, y, 1rf is a localization of K x, y we have that if K is
w xalgebraically closed of characteristic zero, K x, y, 1rf is a UCD if and
w xonly if K x, y, 1rf is strongly invariant.
The final theorem of this section shows that in the case of localizations
w xof K x, y , where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, if
y1 w xS K x, y fails to be strongly invariant, equivalently universally coeffi-
wcient, it is still invariant. To prove this we need a result from 1, Corollary
x4.3 which states:
Let D be a unique factorization domain such that DsD and let Asc
w x w xD Z be a polynomial ring in one variable over D. If A X , . . . , X s1 n
w xB Y , . . . Y , then A is isomorphic to B. Consequently, the polynomial ring1 n
w xD Z is invariant.
THEOREM 3.7. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero,
w xand let D be a localization of K x, y . Then D is in¨ariant and D is strongly
in¨ariant if it is not a polynomial ring.
y1 w x w xProof. Set D s S K x, y . If S : K then D s K x, y , which is in-
w xvariant 10, Theorem 3.1.1 , and since D is a polynomial ring it is not
strongly invariant.
w x  w x.Now assume that S ­ K. If S ­ K p for any p g B K x, y then D is
a UCD, and hence strongly invariant.
w x  w x.If S : K p for some p g B K x, y then D is not a UCD, or strongly
 y1 w x.w x w x w xinvariant. Also, D s S K p q , where q g K x, y with K x, y s
w x y1 w xK p, q , a polynomial ring. Now set T s S K p . Then T is a unique
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factorization domain since it is the localization of a unique factorization
y1 w x w xdomain. Also, since S K S : T and p is algebraic over K S , we haveu
y1 w x w xT s S K p : T : T. So by 1, Corollary 4.3 , D is invariant.c
w x w xAgain, since K x, y, 1rf is a localization of K x, y we have that if K is
w xalgebraically closed of characteristic zero, K x, y, 1rf is invariant and
w xK x, y, 1rf is strongly invariant if it is not a polynomial ring.
From the above theorems we have the following sets of implications for
w xK any field of characteristic zero: If f g K x, y then
1 1
K x , y , is strongly invariant m K x , y , is a UCD
f f
1
m K x , y , is a UCD
f
1
« K x , y , is strongly invariant.
f
w xMore generally, if S : K x, y then
y1 y1w x w xS K x , y is strongly invariant m S K x , y is a UCD
y1 w xm S K x , y is a UCD
y1 w x« S K x , y is strongly invariant.
For the remainder of this section we will consider specific examples of
w x w xpolynomials f g K x, y such that K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
 . w xEXAMPLE 3.2. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, g x g K x with
 . w x  .  .  .degree 2, and h y g K y of degree at least 2. If f x, y s g x y h y
w xthen K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
By UCD-equivalence we may replace f by f q c for any c g K, so let
 .c be the constant that completes the square of g x . We now have f s
 .2  . w xx y a y h y . Finally, apply the K-automorphism of K x, y that takes
x to x q a and leaves y fixed. Also, let j be the image of f under this
2  . w xautomorphism. Thus j s x y h y and K x, y, 1rj is a UCD by Example
w x2.2, and hence so is K x, y, 1rf .
 . w xEXAMPLE 3.3. Let K be a field of characteristic 0, g x g K x with
 . w x  .degree at least 2, and h y g K y of degree at least 2. If f x, y s
 .  .  .  .   ..ng x y h y and g x is such that g x q c s q x for some c g K and
w xn G 2 then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
  ..n  .We may replace f by q x y h y . Now the proof follows exactly as
in Example 2.2 note that the only purpose of n was to obtain a multiple
 . .factor in h y q u giving the desired contradiction .
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Recall from the previous section that if f s h h ??? h and either x or1 2 n
w x w xy was algebraic over K h , . . . , h then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD. One1 n
corollary of these examples is that the converse is not true. Take f s y2 y
3 w xx then C x, y, 1rf is a UCD and neither x nor y is algebraic over
w 2 3 xC y y x .
Also, recall from Section 1 that if we have two domains R and R both1 2
contained in a third domain and both R and R were universally1 2
coefficient domains then R R was also a universally coefficient domain.1 2
Unfortunately, the same does not work for the property ``not universally
coefficient.'' The following two examples show that we can have two
domains R and R that are not universally coefficient but whose compos-1 2
ite R R is a universally coefficient domain. The first is probably the one1 2
that would most likely come to mind and the second came up in an
unrelated calculation.
w x w xEXAMPLE 3.4. Let K be a field, and set R s K x and R s K 1rx .1 2
w xThen both R and R are polynomial rings but R R s K x, 1rx , which1 2 1 2
is a UCD.
2 2 2 2 .EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider C x q y , the algebraic closure of C x q y .
2 2 . w xin C x, y . Now C x q y x, y is a UCD since .
1
C x , y , 2 2x q y
2 2 w xis a UCD and C x q y x, y is an algebraic extension. Now .
2 2 2 2w xC x q y x is a UCD if and only if x is algebraic over C x q y , or .  .
2 2 2equivalently x g C x q y . But this is clearly false since f x, x q .
2 .y s 0 implies that f ' 0 or else there would exist an algebraic relation
2 2 2 2w x w xof x and y over C. So both C x q y x and C x q y y are not .  .
2 2 w xuniversally coefficient domains and C x q y x, y is a universally coef- .
ficient domain.
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let K be an algebraically closed field, and let p g
w xK x, y be a polynomial in strictly two variables such that there exists a
 . w xc g K with p q c reducible. If p y p 0, 0 is prime then K x, y, 1rp is
a UCD.
We know p q c lUCD q n or p q c lUCD q q ??? q , where1 2 n
q, q , . . . , q are all inert primes with no constant term and q and q are1 n i j
UCD n  .non-associates for some i and j. If p q c l q then p y p 0, 0 is
reducible. Since this not the case, p q c lUCD q q ??? q ; thus1 2 n
w xK x, y, 1rp is a UCD.
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EXAMPLE 3.7. Let K be a field of characteristic zero and let f g
w x w x w xK x, y . If f g K p , where p is an inert prime in K x, y and p has no
w xlinear terms, then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
We may assume K is algebraically closed and we may replace 1rf with
w x w x1rp. If there are two polynomials g and h with K x, y s K g, h then the
Jacobian matrix
­ g ­ g
x , y x , y .  .
­ x ­ y
­ h ­ h
x , y x , y .  .
­ x ­ y
 .must be invertible, and hence invertible at each point a, b . So if we
 .consider the Jacobian matrix at 0, 0 we have the matrix of coefficients of
the linear terms of g and h. Thus both g and h must have some non-zero
 .linear term or else the Jacobian at 0, 0 will have a zero row and thus not
be invertible, a contradiction.
 w x. w xHence p f B K x, y , and thus by Theorem 3.5, K x, y, 1rp is a
UCD.
DEFINITION 3.1. We shall define the Newton polygon of a polynomial f
w x 2in K x, y as the convex hull in R of
a ba, b f contains a term cx y with c / 0 j 0, 0 . 4 4 .  .
w x  .  .DEFINITION 3.2. If f g K x, y then we shall call f x, 0 and f 0, y the
face polynomials of f.
Recently, the theory of face polynomials has been used to obtain results
concerning the Jacobian conjecture. One of the results that is pertinent to
w xuniversally coefficient domains is that if p g K x, y is such that there
w x w x w xexists an element q g K x, y with K x, y s K p, q then the Newton
 .    .. .polygon of p must be a right triangle with vertices 0, 0 , deg f x, 0 , 0 ,
   ...0, deg f 0, y and the slope of the hypotenuse must be an integer or the
w xreciprocal of an integer 13, Proposition 15 . This gives us many of the
following examples.
w xEXAMPLE 3.8. Let f g K x, y _ K, where K is a field of characteristic
  ..   ..   ..   ..zero. If both deg f x, 0 rdeg f 0, y and deg f 0, y rdeg f x, 0 are
w xnot integers then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
First we may assume that K is algebraically closed. We will now take
  ..   ..care of a few special cases. If deg f x, 0 s deg f 0, y s 0 then f s
 .  . h x, y q c, where h x, y consists of only cross terms that is, terms of the
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a b .form x y with a non-zero coefficient and both a and b are non-zero and
 . UCD  .  .c g K. Since f f K, h x, y f K so f l h x, y s xyj x, y and so
w xK x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
  ..   ..Now assume just one of deg f x, 0 and deg f 0, y is 0. Then one of
the ratios is 0, so the hypothesis is not satisfied.
  ..   ..We may now assume that both deg f x, 0 and deg f 0, y are greater
than or equal to one.
 w x. wNow assume that f is an inert prime. If f g B K x, y , then by 13,
xProposition 15 one of the two ratios must be an integer, which is not the
 w x. w xcase by our assumption. Hence f f B K x, y , and so K x, y, 1rf is a
UCD.
We will now assume that f is an arbitrary polynomial with both
  ..   .. UCDdeg f x, 0 and deg f 0, y greater than or equal to one. If f l
p p ??? p , where all the p are inert primes with no constant term, and at1 2 n i
w xleast two are non-associates, then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD. So the only way
w x UCD nin which K x, y, 1rf is not a UCD is for f l p , where p is an inert
n  .prime. So we will assume this case. Now f s c p y a sis1 i
n   ..   ..cp q ??? qd, which implies deg f x, 0 s n deg p x, 0 and
  ..   ..   ..   ..deg f 0, y s n deg p 0, y . So we have deg f x, 0 r deg f 0, y s
  ..   ..deg p x, 0 r deg p 0, y ; hence the ratio of degrees of face polynomials
of f is the same as the ratio of degrees of face polynomials of p. Thus if
both ratios of degrees of face polynomials of f are not integers then both
ratios of degrees of face polynomials of p are not integers. Hence,
w x w xK x, y, 1rp is a UCD and so K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
w xEXAMPLE 3.9. Let f g K x, y _ K, where K is a field of characteristic
zero. If f contains a term x a y b with a non-zero coefficient and
b deg f x , 0 ) deg f 0, y deg f x , 0 y a .  .  . .  .  . .
w xthen K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
First we may assume that K is algebraically closed. We will now take
  ..   ..care of a few special cases. If deg f x, 0 s deg f 0, y s 0 then f s
 .  . h x, y q c, where h x, y consists of only cross terms that is, terms of the
a b .form x y with a non-zero coefficient and both a and b non-zero and
 . UCD  .  .c g K. Since f f K, h x, y f K so f l h x, y s xyj x, y and so
w xK x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
  ..   ..Thus we will assume that at least one of deg f 0, y and deg f x, 0 is
 w x.not 0. We will also assume that f is an inert prime. If f g B K x, y then
w xby 12, Corollary 14 the Newton polygon of f is a triangle or degenerate
 .  .    .. .triangle line segment with vertices 0, 0 , deg f x, 0 , 0 , and
   ...0, deg f 0, y .
  ..Let us assume that deg f x, 0 G 1. The equation of the hypotenuse of
   ..   ...   ..this triangle is y s y deg f 0, y rdeg f x, 0 x q deg f 0, y . Now say
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a b  .f has a term x y with a non-zero coefficient; then a, b must be inside
   ..   ...   ..the triangle, so b F y deg f 0, y rdeg f x, 0 a q deg f 0, y . In other
  ..   ..   .. .words b deg f x, 0 F deg f 0, y deg f x, 0 y a . By our assumption
a b  w x.there is a term x y that does not satisfy this; hence f f B K x, y . Thus
w xK x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
  ..We will now take care of the case where deg f x, 0 s 0 and f need
  ..not be an inert prime. So we will assume deg f x, 0 s 0 and
  .. a bdeg f 0, y / 0. If there is a term x y that satisfies the hypothesis, then
  ..  .  .a ) 0. Also, b ) 0 since deg f x, 0 s 0. So f s h x, y q j y , where
 .  .  .h x, y consists of only cross terms. This implies that f y f 0, 0 s yg x, y ,
w x w xwhere g f K y . Hence by Lemma 3.1, K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
Finally, we will prove the general case, where f need not be an inert
prime. If f lUCD p p ??? p where each p is inert with no constant term1 2 n i
w xand there are at least two that are non-associates, then K x, y, 1rf is a
w xUCD. So the only way in which K x, y, 1rf is not a UCD is for
UCD n  w x.f l p , for p g B K x, y . We will assume this case. Thus f s
n  . nc p y a s cp q ??? qd. We will show that if the Newton polygonis1 i
of p is a triangle then the Newton polygon of f is also a triangle. Say the
 .    .. .Newton polygon of p is a triangle with vertices 0, 0 , deg p x, 0 , 0 , and
   ...0, deg p 0, y . From linear algebra, if n q n q ??? qn F 1 with each1 2 s
 .  .4n G 0 and a , b , . . . , a , b are all inside the triangle or on thei 1 1 s s
 .  .  .boundary, then n a , b q n a , b q ??? qn a , b is also in the trian-1 1 1 2 2 2 s s s
gle or on the boundary.
Now consider the Newton polygon of pn. Say x a y b is a term in pn with
 .  .  .a non-zero coefficient. Then a, b s n a , b q n a , b q ??? q1 1 1 2 2 2
 . s ai b i nn a , b with  n s n and x y is a term in p with a non-zeros s s is1 i
s .  . .coefficient for 1 F i F s. Now since a, b s  n rn a , b is in theis1 i i i
 .  .Newton polygon of p, a, b s n a, b is in the triangle with vertices
 .    .. .    ...0, 0 , n deg p x, 0 , 0 , and 0, n deg p 0, y , which are the same as
 .   n .. .   n ...0, 0 , deg p x, 0 , 0 , and 0, deg p 0, y . Thus the Newton polygon of
pn is a triangle for all positive integers n. Also, since the Newton polygon
of pt is contained in the Newton polygon of pn for all t F n, the Newton
polygon of f is also a triangle. Now if we have an x a y b term in f that
satisfies our hypothesis the Newton polygon of f is not a triangle; hence
the Newton polygon of p is not a triangle either. This implies that
w x w xK x, y, 1rp is a UCD and hence so is K x, y, 1rf .
 .EXAMPLE 3.10. Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Let f s g x q
 .   ..   ..   ..   ..h y , where both deg g x rdeg h y and deg h y rdeg g x are not
w x   ..integers; then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD. This is easy to see since deg g x s
  ..   ..   ..deg f x, 0 and deg h y s deg f 0, y .
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 .EXAMPLE 3.11. Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Let f s g x q
 .  .  . w x w xh x, y j x with j non-constant and h x, y f K x . Then K x, y, 1rf is a
UCD.
 .   .  .  ..If j x has no constant term then f s x g x q h x, y · x q g , whereÃ Ã 0
 .   . .  .  .g is the constant term of g, g x s g x y g rx and · x s j x rx.Ã Ã0 0
w x w    .Now K x, y, 1rf is a UCD if and only if K x, y, 1r x g x qÃ
 .  ...xh x, y · x is a UCD, which is the case.Ã
We shall now assume that j has a non-zero constant term. We will also
 .  .  .  .rewrite h as h x, y s h y q h x, y q h x , where h consists of only1 2 3 2
 .cross terms and h contains the constant term of h. Now f s g x q3
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .h x j x q h y j x q h x, y j x so we can combine g x and3 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .h x j x , to get f s g x q h y j x q h x, y j x , where neither h3 1 2 1
nor h has a constant term and h consists of only cross terms. Set2 2
  ..   ..   ..   ..n s deg f 0, y s deg h y and m s deg f x, 0 s deg g x . We will1
assume for the moment that n ) 0 and m ) 0. Consider the x a y b terms.
 .  .  .  .They all occur in h y j x and h x, y j x . Note that the highest degree1 2
 .  .terms of these will not cancel since the highest degree term of h y j x1
deg j. n  .  . a bis x y and the highest degree term of h x, y j x is x y ,2
 .where a ) deg j , which of course cannot be combined. So the highest
deg j. n   ..degree cross term of f is at least x y . Now since deg j x ) 0
   ...   ..   ..we have nm ) n m y deg j x ; hence n deg f x, 0 ) deg f 0, y
   ..   ... w xdeg f x, 0 y deg j x and thus K x, y, 1rf is a UCD by Example 3.9.
Now say n s 0, so that h s 0. Then1
UCDf s g x q h x , y j x 66 f y f 0, 0 s x a x , y .  .  .  .  . .2
 . w x  . w x w xand since h x, y f K x , a x, y f K x , and thus K x, y, 1rf is a2
UCD.
 .If m s 0 then g x s c g K, so
UCDf s c q h y j x q h x , y j x 66 f y f 0, 0 s y a x , y .  .  .  .  .  . .1 2
 .  .  .since h y and h x, y have no constant terms. Now since j x is not a1 2
w xconstant, K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
One should note that a similar example can be given without the theory
of face polynomials. In fact it is a simple degree argument and does not
depend on the characteristic of K.
 .  .  . w xEXAMPLE 3.12. Let K be a field and f s g x q h x, y j x g K x, y ,
 . w x  .with g, h, and j all non-constant polynomials and h x, y f K x . If j x
 .  . w xhas no constant term or if deg j G deg g , then K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
 .   .  .  ..If j x has no constant term then f s x g x q h x, y · x q g , whereÃ Ã 0
 .   . .  .  .g is the constant term of g, g x s g x y g rx and · x s j x rx.Ã Ã0 0
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w x w    .Now K x, y, 1rf is a UCD if and only if K x, y, 1r x g x qÃ
 .  ...xh x, y · x is a UCD, which is the case.Ã
 .  .Now assume that j x has a non-zero constant term and that deg j G
 .  .deg g . We may also assume that g x has no constant term since
UCD  .   .  .  ..  .f l f y g 0 . Thus f s x g x q h x, y · x q j h x, y , where j isÃ Ã 0 0
 .  .  .   . .the constant term of j, g x s g x rx and · x s j x y j rx. Now sayÃ Ã 0
w x w xthat c : K x, y, 1rf ª F t is an injection with F a field and such that
 .  .  .  .  .c x s a t f F and c y s b t f F. So the image of f is c f s
  .  .  ..  .  4a g a q h a , b · a q j h a , b s u g F _ 0 .Ã Ã 0
 .  .  . Under the assumption that g a q h a , b · a / 0 we have a s u yÃ Ã
 ..   .  .  ..  .  .j h a , b r g a q h a , b · a . Since deg j G deg g we have thatÃ Ã0
 .  .  .  .deg · G deg g . Thus if h a , b f F then the highest degree in t in theÃ Ã
 .  .  .denominator is due to h a , b · a . By divisibility we have · a g F,Ã Ã
 4which implies that · s a g K _ 0 . Hence g s c g K. Now we have thatÃ Ã
 .a s yj ra g K : F, a contradiction. On the other hand, if h a , b g F0
 .then so is u y j h a , b and hence a , a contradiction.0
 .  .  .  .  .  .If g a q h a , b · a s 0, u s j h a , b s f a , b s g a qÃ Ã 0
 .  .  .   . .  .h a , b j a . So yg a r j a y j s h a , b s urj g F and hence0 0
 .   . .  .g a r j a y j g K a l F s K. So urj g K, which implies that u g0 0
 .K, and thus 0 / f y u g ker c , a contradiction.
EXAMPLE 3.13. Let K be a field of characteristic zero. Let f s ax n q
m z  .   .. w xbx y q h y , where deg h y F z / 0 and m / 0. Then K x, y, 1rf is a
UCD. For
z deg f x , 0 G deg h y n .  . .  .
) deg h y n y m .  . .
s deg f 0, y deg f x , 0 y m . .  . .  . .
w xThus K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
As before, one can prove that a similar example can be given without
the theory of face polynomials. In fact it is a simple degree argument and
does not depend on the characteristic of K.
n m z  .EXAMPLE 3.14. Let K be a field and f s ax q bx y q h y with a
 4  . w xand b in K _ 0 , deg h F z / 0, and m / 0. If n - 2m, then K x, y, 1rf
is a UCD.
 .First we consider the special case where deg h s 0. This implies that
UCD m z UCD m r z. UCD n r z.either f l x y , f l x ax q by , or f l x a q x y ,
w xand in any case K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
w x w x  .  .Now let c : K x, y, 1rf ª F t be an injection, c x s j, and c y s g,
with both g and j non-constant polynomials.
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n m z  . n n z  .Say n s m. Then aj q bj g q h g s aj q bj g q h g s u g
 4 n z.  . z <  .F _ 0 . So j a q bg s u y h g and hence a q bg u y h g . If
 .  .deg h - z, then g g F, a contradiction; and if deg h s z, then j g F,
also a contradiction.
n m z n r z.  .If 0 - n - m then aj q bj g s j a q bj g s u y h g . So a q
r z <  .bj g u y h g , which implies that j g F, a contradiction.
m z UCD m z Ã Ã .  .  .If n s 0 then f s a q bx y q h y l bx y q h y , where h y is
m z Ã m zy1 .  .   ..h y without the constant term. Since bx y q h y s bx y q a y y,
Ã .  . w xwhere ya y s h y , we have that K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
Finally, we will assume that n ) m, and we will set r s n y m. Hence
n m z  .  4 m r z.we have f s aj q bj g q h g s u g F _ 0 and thus j aj q bg s
 . r z <  .  r .  z.u y h g . So aj q bg u y h g , and hence deg j F deg g . Now
 r .  z. mif deg j - deg g then j g F and hence j g F, a contradiction.
 r .  z. m <  .Thus deg j s deg g . We also have j u y h g . So if m ) r, then
 m.  r .  z.   ..deg j ) deg j G deg g G deg h g , which contradicts the divisibil-
ity. So m F r, in other words, n s m q r F 2 r s 2n y 2m. So if n - 2m
w xthen K x, y, 1rf is a UCD.
4. SOME GENERALIZATIONS AND A FEW QUESTIONS
Throughout the course of this research there were many questions that
arose that I was unable to answer, or at least make much progress toward
the answers.
w xWe know exactly which localizations of K x, y , K a field of characteris-
tic zero, are universally coefficient domains and which ones are not. We
also have several results on overrings but we do not know the whole story.
 .  .We know that if grf g K x , . . . , x with GCD g , f s 1,1 n
w xK x , . . . , x , 1rf being a UCD is not enough to guarantee that1 n
w x  . w xK x , . . . , x , grf is a UCD. We have proven that if f , g s K x , . . . , x1 n 1 n
w x w xthen K x , . . . , x , 1rf being a UCD implies that K x , . . . , x , grf is a1 n 1 n
w x w xUCD, of course, since K x , . . . , x , 1rf s K x , . . . , x , grf . Unfortu-1 n 1 n
nately, this condition is too strong, as was seen in several examples.
QUESTION. What is the exact condition that must be placed on g and f so
w x w xthat K x , . . . , x , 1rf being a UCD implies that K x , . . . , x , grf is a1 n 1 n
UCD?
Another obvious question would be, What happens to localizations and
w xoverrings of K x , . . . , x for n ) 2? When n s 2, the job is easy since1 n
w xthe K-automorphism group of K x, y is well known and has been well
studied. When n ) 2, the structure of the K-automorphism group is
unclear.
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w xQUESTION. What conditions must we impose on f g K x , . . . , x , n ) 2,1 n
w xto guarantee that K x , . . . , x , 1rf is a UCD?1 n
Once that is answered, we would want to generalize the results to both
localizations and overrings, if possible.
Previously we saw several examples of universally coefficient domains
w x UCDof the form D s K x , . . . , x , 1rf , where f l h h ??? h , and1 n 1 2 r
n q 1 r2 F r - n. So one could ask if n q 1 r2 is a lower bound or .  .
if we can find an f such that r - n q 1 r2 . More specifically, .
w xQUESTION. Does there exist an inert prime f g K x, y, z such that
w xK x, y, z, 1rf is a UCD?
Another avenue we could travel is that of polynomial rings in a count-
w xably infinite number of variables. It was shown in 5, Theorem 5.1 that a
polynomial ring in countably many indeterminates is invariant, and clearly
it is not strongly invariant or a UCD. Let D be a domain and we will
w xconsider D x , x , . . . .1 2
w x w xLEMMA 4.1. Let S : D x , x , . . . . If S : D x , . . . , x then1 2 1 n
y1 w xS D x , x , . . . is in¨ariant but not strongly in¨ariant or a UCD.1 2
w x y1 w x  y1 w x.Proof. Since S : D x , . . . , x , S D x , x , . . . s S D x , . . . , x1 n 1 2 1 n
w xx , . . . , which is a polynomial ring in infinitely many variables and sonq1
y1 w xS D x , x , . . . is invariant but neither strongly invariant nor universally1 2
coefficient.
Using the maximal UCD subring theory we have the following.
w xLEMMA 4.2. Let S : D x , x , . . . . If there is a set of ordered pairs1 2
`
S , x , x , . . . , x 4 / 5i i i i1 2 r i is1
y1 w xsuch that S D x , x , . . . , x is a UCD for all i and such thati i i i1 2 r i
` `
 4x , x , . . . , x s x , x , . . . and S : S 4D Di i i 1 2 i1 2 r i
is1 is1
y1 w xthen S D x , x , . . . is a UCD.1 2
y1 w xProof. Let T s S D x , x , . . . and consider T . We have1 2 m
y1`
y1w x w xS D x , x , . . . : T : S D x , x , . . . .D i 1 2 m 1 2 /
is1
Since T is a localization of T , T is a UCD.m
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A few examples along these lines:
 2 34`EXAMPLE 4.1. Let T s x q x and let S be the multiplicatively1 i is2
y1 w xclosed subset generated by T ; then S D x , x , . . . is a UCD.1 2
 2 3 4`EXAMPLE 4.2. Let T s x q x and let S be the multiplica-2 iy1 2 i is1
y1 w xtively closed subset generated by T ; then S D x , x , . . . is a UCD.1 2
y1 w xQUESTION. What conditions must we place on S so that S D x , x , . . .1 2
is a UCD?
w xQUESTION. What about o¨errings of D x , x , . . . ?1 2
Another obvious question would be, ``What happens in the characteris-
tic p case?'' Most of the preliminary results hold for arbitrary fields.
Unfortunately, the relationship to the automorphism group cannot at this
point be extended to characteristic p. The reason for this is that the proofs
w xof the main theorems depend on work done in 8 . The results that were
used applied only to the characteristic zero case.
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